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ABSTRACT
This study compares speaking rate in spontaneous
speech between dysarthric and healthy speakers.
Since dysarthria involves heterogeneous pathologies,
two types of dysarthria (i.e. Parkinson’s disease and
amyotrophic
lateral
sclerosis)
have
been
distinguished. We hypothesize that temporal
organisation of speech may be different between
healthy and dysarthric speakers, but also between
both pathological populations. Four measurements
have been explored. Results show that Parkinsonian
speakers are characterized by a short Inter-Phrasal
Unit (IPU) while words duration is similar to healthy
speakers. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis speakers
produced long words while IPU duration is similar
to healthy speakers. Number of words per IPU
distinguishes healthy speakers from dysarthric
speakers while number of syllables per second
separates Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis speakers
from Parkinsonian speakers. These results suggest
that the boundary between pathological and healthy
speech should be examined with multidimensional
analyses.
Keywords: dysarthric speakers, spontaneous speech,
speaking rate.
1. INTRODUCTION
The production of healthy native speakers is easily
intelligible in most of the usual speech situations.
Conversely, a characteristic of speech produced by
dysarthric speakers (Ds in this paper) is the loss of
intelligibility, even in quiet conditions. Nevertheless,
the phonetic characteristics of this lack of
intelligibility are sometimes hard to identify. Our
hypothesis is that speech distortions in Ds are a
multidimensional phenomenon that involves several
phonetics components. Moreover, the sensitive
question of the limits between pathological and
healthy speech may not be simply a question of the
amount of variation, but also a question of variation
organisation.
Dysarthria results from damage to the central or
peripheral
nervous
system
impairing
the
transmission of neural messages to the muscles
involved in speech production. The consequence is a

deficit in articulation abilities but also at every stage
involving motor activities for speech production
(respiration, phonation, resonance, prosody, etc.).
Dysarthria includes a set of different pathologies
such as Parkinson disease, Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis, Cerebellar ataxia, Multiple Sclerosis, etc.
Since the pathophysiology is different for each
pathology, the consequence, for speech production
may also be different. In this paper, we consider two
different types of dysarthria: Parkinson Disease and
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS).
Parkinson’s disease results from basal ganglia
damage that causes stiffness or slowing of
movement. Articulation is thus characterized by
imprecise
consonants,
irregular
articulatory
breakdowns and distorted vowels [7]. Amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis is caused by upper and lower motor
neuron damage. This disease is typically
characterized by muscle weakness and atrophy. ALS
speakers have a slower than normal speaking rate,
prolonged phonemes, distorted vowels and
shortened phrases [3].
Temporal organisation in speech production plays an
important role in speech intelligibility. As the speech
situation becomes more natural, less prepared,
without specific instructions, the forms of variation
become more diverse and less predictable. Indeed,
for healthy speakers spontaneous speech is
characterized by increased articulation rates,
decreased frequency and length of silent pauses [10,
13], a phonetic reduction leading to a variation in
syllabic timing [4]. For dysarthrics speakers, the
motor constraints due to the pathology forces
speakers to a re-organization of speech temporal
parameters. This reorganisation induces also
variability, leading to an irregular interval between
syllables [1], a shortened speech segments [5], an
increased silent pauses [8, 9] and an unexpected
location of pauses [14]. These impairments can
contribute to reduce intelligibility and altered
naturalness of dysarthric speech [2, 12].
The aim of this study is to compare both populations
in spontaneous speech in order to quantify the
temporal aspects of production. To answer this
question, the objective is two-fold: (1) to investigate
speaking rate variations within two groups of
dysarthric populations: Parkinson speakers (Ps) and
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis speakers (ALSs); (2)

to compare and evaluate the similarities and
differences in speaking rates between both
dysarthric and healthy speakers (Hs) in spontaneous
speech.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Corpus and speakers

Recordings are extracted from databases developed
within two different projects. 8 speakers with
Parkinson’s Disease and 12 speakers with
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis disease were
extracted from the DesPhoAPaDy project (ANR-08BLAN-0125). 6 healthy speakers were extracted
from the TYPALOC project (ANR-12-BSHS20003). Ps and ALSs were chosen according to their
age and severity in the disease (0 corresponds to
normality and 3 corresponds to high severity). The
criterion was to avoid non-intelligible speech as well
as non-affected speech (similar to normal speech)
(Table 1).
Table 1: Mean, minimal and maximal values of
age and severity disease for each population
(ALSs, Ps, Hs).
Populations
ALSs
Ds
Ps

Age
66.2 <81-50>

Severity disease
2.02 <1.2-2.7>

63.9 <81-48>

0.99 <0.4-1.6>

Hs

69.8 <82-63>

-

For Ds, instructions are to tell their everyday or a
typical day in the hospital. For healthy speakers,
instructions are to tell their professional career or
personal events. Then, for both populations speech
production context is a narrative situation. The main
difference between healthy and dysarthric corpora is
the duration of the recordings. Narration is quite
long for healthy speakers (mean: 10.78 min), while
Ds speak less (mean: .93 min for Ps, 1.44 min for
ALSs). Most of Ds avoid speaking situations. As a
consequence they don't speak very long time.

·
·
·
·

Duration of Inter Pausal Units (IPU)
Duration of words
Number of syllables per second
Number of words per IPU

The Inter Pausal Units (IPU) are defined as speech
sequences separated by pauses larger than 250ms.
All measurements are extracted from these IPU.
Consequently, pauses larger than 250ms are not
taken into account in the measurements. The
durations of IPU are extracted from the boundary
(manually labelled). The durations of words are
extracted from the word boundaries (automatically
labelled). Number of syllables per second is
deducted from the number of vowels in the IPU. The
number of words per IPU is calculated by summing
all the IPU durations for each speaker's file and
dividing it by the sum of words in the same file.
These measurements have been extracted for each
speaker.
2.2. Statistical analysis

First, for IPU durations and word durations, a
mixed-effect general linear model test was
performed. The dependent variable was one of the
two duration measurements (i.e. duration of IPU or
duration of words). "Subject" was the random effect
and "population" (3 levels: Hs, Ps, ALSs) was the
fixed-factor. P-values were obtained by a likelihood
ratio test with Satterthwaite approximations. As
there were two comparisons made within each
group, a Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the
alpha level (i.e. .025). Second, for other measures
(number of syllables per second, number of words
per IPU), a one-way ANOVA was conducted in
order to test the effect of "population" (3 levels: Hs,
Ps, ALSs). All post-hoc pairwise comparisons were
done with Tukey post-hoc tests. Critical significance
was set at p<.05. The data analysis was carried on
using the language R ([11]).
3. RESULTS

2.2. Measurements

3.1. Durations

Each audio file was manually transcribed, while
word and phonetic alignment were performed by an
automatic system (developed by the Laboratoire
d'Informatique d'Avignon, France; see also the
DesPho-APaDy Project for details of segmentation
procedure, [6]). In this study, four measurements
have been examined:

There are significant effects of "population", one for
IPU durations with χ2 (2)= 19, p=.001 and the other
for word durations with χ2 (2)= 11, p=.005. The
means for each of the four measurements are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Means of IPU durations (sec), word
durations (sec), syllables/second, words/IPU for
each population (Hs, Ps, ALSs).
Mean
Duration of IPU (sec)
Duration of words (sec)
Syllables/second
Words/IPU

Hs
2.78
0.27
4.66
9.98

Ps
1.39
0.23
5.27
5.95

ALSs
2.55
0.41
3.57
6.53

As shown in Figure 1 and 2, Ps show significantly
lower IPU durations than Hs by 1.33 sec (s.e=±.26)
(t=5, p<.001) and than ALSs by 1.03 sec (s.e=±.25),
(t=4.06, p<.0002). No significant distinction is
observed between Hs and ALSs (t=-1.3, p=.2). For
word durations, ALSs show significantly higher
duration of words than Ps by 0.16 sec (s.e.=±.05),
(t=3.4, p<.0021) and than Hs by 0.13 sec (s.e.=±.05),
(t=2.5, p<.02). No significant distinction is observed
between Hs and Ps (0.6, p=.53).

of dysarthric populations (figure 4): Hs>*Ps with
p<.0006 and Hs>*ALSs with p<.001.
Figure 3: Box plot of syllables per second for each
population (Hs, Ps and ALSs) (ns: non significant,
*: p<.005)

Figure 4: Box plot of words per IPU for each
population (Hs, Ps and ALSs) (ns: non significant,
*: p<.005)

Figure 1: Box plot of IPU durations for each
population (Hs, Ps and ALSs) (in sec). (ns: non
significant, *: p<.025)

4. DISCUSSION

Figure 2: Box plot of words duration for each
population (Hs, Ps and ALSs) (in sec). (ns: non
significant, *: p<.025)

3.2. Speaking rate

Speaking rate between populations is cued by
variation in number of syllables per second
(F(2,23)=7.5, p=.003), and in number of words per
IPU (F(2,23)=11, p<.0004). As shown in Figure 3,
post-hoc comparisons show that Ps produces an
higher number of syllables per second than ALSs
(Ps>*ALSs, p=.003). Results for words per IPU
show a significant distinction between Hs and each

As predicted in our hypothesis, the distinction
between healthy and pathological speech is complex
and cannot be simply represented through a unique
parameter. Our results show that speech sequences
are differently organized according to each
population (Ps, ALSs and Hs). Indeed, the main
difference between Hs and Ds is the number of
words they are able to produce within an IPU. Hs
clearly produces more words in IPU than Ds do.
Consequently, the ability to produce a great amount
of words in a sequence of speech seems to be a
difficult task for Ds. Nevertheless, if this disability is
common for Ps and ALSs, these two groups show
clear differences concerning the other parameters.
Parkinsonian productions are often characterized by
a rapid and stuttered speech. The physical
manifestation of this characterization is the highest
number of syllables per second, while ALSs produce
the lowest (Hs being intermediate). This implies a
high speech rate, even if word durations for Ps do
not differ from Hs ones. In fact, Ps speak faster than
other populations, but they produce short IPU
whereas word durations similar to Hs ones. At the
opposite, ALSs speak slower, with longer words
whereas IPU durations are similar to Hs ones.
In sum, the specificity of Ds is to produce very few
words in an IPU, but both populations realize this in

two different ways: through a rapid speech flow for
Ps and a slow speech flow for ALSs.
According to the disability of producing a lot of
words in the IPU, we may hypothesize that is can be
due either to: 1/ the deficit: the motor and breathing
effort necessary to produce a long sequence of
words requires an unreachable target for Ds; 2/ a
strategy: in order to maintain sufficient
intelligibility, Ds prioritize sequences with few
words as to limit the production of reduced
phonemes.
Finally, we have to mention that another
characteristic of Ds is speaker's heterogeneity.
Especially for ALSs, we observed that two speakers
present opposite profiles: one with an extreme ALSs
profile (very low speaking rate) and another one
with an extreme Ps profile (very high speaking rate).
This
heterogeneity
obviously
blurs
the
characteristics of each population.
5. CONCLUSION
Our study shows that several parameters are
necessary to reflect speech distortions for Ds and to
quantify the distinction between healthy and
dysarthric speakers. Temporal organisation of
Parkinson speech is structured by small IPU,
containing few words, and a high speech rate. ALSs
are characterized by a slow speech, long words, and
IPU durations similar to healthy speakers. The
specificity of Hs, compared to Ds, is their ability to
produce a lot of words within a speech sequence
(IPU).
These results suggest that boundary between
pathological and healthy speech is blurred and
should be examined with multiparametric analyses.
The specificity of dysarthric speech may not be
simply represented by a "higher" variation degree
but rather by a different variation structure.
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